What we will cover:

Project Guidelines

The 80/20% grading split between style & documentation and coding for projects will be harshly enforced for the rest of the semester. See the syllabus and class website (Assignment Requirements) if you are still not familiar with your assignment requirements. All requirements on the website will fall under this 20% style & documentation category.

Documenting Methods

See [http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index-137868.html](http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index-137868.html) and the official Java API (find the link on the class website) for tips and examples. Java methods should be commented/documeted using the Javadoc tool’s styles and conventions. The Javadoc tool is what is used to generate the Java API documentation. Eclipse allows you to see formatted javadoc output in a view. Go to Window -> Show View -> Javadoc. Any Javadoc comments in the program will be formatted and displayed here as you click on them.
The Javadoc tool generates HTML files, therefore, most HTML formatting is allowed. There are certain restrictions as listed in the URL given above. You should familiarize yourself with these conventions and restrictions for further assignments. See Williams5Console.java for further examples.